The organization of this paper is as follows. The GFPLS method is introduced in Section II. Simulation and results are presented in Section III. In Section IV, conclusions are proposed.
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x t x t x t R  indicates the state vector of drive system, c denotes the dimension of drive system. 0   is the time delay. The fractional-order response system is defined as:
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where D  signifies the fractional-order differential operator. 
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indicates the state vector of response system, d denotes the dimension of response system.
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controller to be designed later. Choose fractional-order reference system as: 
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There exists two conditions, one condition is system dimension dc 
where the matrix
, the other condition is system dimension dc  , the matrix is defined as 
is a polynomial matrix. According to (2) , (3) and (5), we obtain the fractional-order error system as follows:
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 is an arbitrary eigenvalue of the matrix ( , ( ), ( )) ( , ( ), ( )) F x y t z t G x y t z t
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and the related nonzero eigenvector denotes  . We may get
Multiplying the H  at the left of (8), we have
where H denotes conjugate transpose of a matrix,
According to (9) and (10), we obtain
where 0 
Hence, we can obtain
Based on the fractional-order stability theorem proposed in [21] , the error system (6) asymptotically stabilizes at origin. GFPLS is achieved. The proof is completed.
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section, three examples presented in [11] are utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the GFPLS with the same and different dimension. A predictor-corrector method proposed in [22] , [23] is used to solve fractionalorder differential equations. Choose the fractional-order Lü system as response system. Choose the fractional-order Chen system as reference system. T z  , reference system indicates chaotic attractor drawn in Fig. 3 . (5) and (15), we can get
A. GFPLS with Same Dimension d=c
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where d 1 >0, we can obtain 
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B. GFPLS with Different Dimension d<c
Choose the fractional-order hyperchaotic Lorenz system as drive system Choose the fractional-order Rössler system as response system.
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Choose the fractional-order Lü system as reference system. 
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. According to (5) and (18), we can have 
C. GFPLS with Different Dimension d>c
Choose the fractional-order Lü system as drive system.
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Choose the fractional-order hyperchaotic Chen system as response system. Choose the fractional-order hyperchaotic Lorenz system as reference system generalized than the existing synchronization method. The numerical simulations with the same and different dimension are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In the future, GFPLS has more potential to be applied in the secure communication.
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